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The mouse retina in 3D: quantification of vascular
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The mouse retina has become a prominent model for studying angiogenesis. The easy access and wellknown developmental progression have significantly propelled our ability to examine and manipulate
blood vessels in vivo. Nonetheless, most studies have restricted their evaluations to the superficial plexus
(an upper vascular layer in contact with the vitreous). Here we present experimental data and
quantification for the developmental progression of the full retina including the intermediate and
deeper plexus that sprouts from the superficial layer. We analyze the origin and advancement of
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vertical sprouting and present the progression of vascular perfusion within the tissue. Furthermore, we
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plexus. The work expands information on the retina towards a 3D structure. This is of particular interest,

introduce the use of Minkowsky functionals to quantify remodeling in the superficial and deeper
as recent data have demonstrated diﬀerential eﬀects of gene deletion on the upper and deeper plexus,
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highlighting the concept of distinct operational pathways during sprouting angiogenesis.

Insight, innovation, integration
The mouse retina is a popular model for the study of developmental angiogenesis. We present annotated image data of the vasculature in the mouse retina
throughout development and suggest metrics that quantify the emerging sprouting patterns. Furthermore, we introduce a morphological analysis based on
Minkowsky functionals to capture vascular growth and remodeling. We use these methods to study angiogenesis in the mouse retina. The results present, for
the first time, a comprehensive, quantitative analysis of vascular sprouting and remodeling during retinal development. The study reveals distinct sprouting
patterns along the arteries, capillaries and veins of the retina and defines a landscape for vascular remodeling. The presented data can be used for the
evaluation of future genetic and pharmacological perturbation studies.

Introduction
The retina is becoming a highly adopted platform to study
angiogenesis, vascular morphogenesis, remodeling and diﬀerentiation.1 In contrast to the depth covered by most vascular
beds, the retinal vasculature is nearly planar, yet hierarchical
and almost stereotypical. These features make it an ideal
system to perturb, manipulate and rescue genetic defects. In
addition, the vasculature of the retina has enabled the acquisition of significant information related to the eﬀect of hypoxia
on blood vessels.2–4 The exploration of this system as a model
for retinopathy of prematurity and other vascular-associated
a
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disorders has facilitated advancements from pre-clinical to
clinical trials in a manner that has not been paralleled by other
fields.5–7
In the mouse, growth of retinal vessels initiates shortly after
birth (postnatal day 1, P1) and concludes after the third week of
life. The superficial vascular plexus is the first to be formed.
A dense, primitive plexus with a large number of vascular
sprouts is quickly established at the periphery of the expanding
vascular front (P1–P3). Recurrent remodeling and pruning of
this primitive plexus leads to the formation of a hierarchical
network structure. The emergence of distinct vessel types,
arteries and veins connected by intervening capillary beds,
quickly follows through a process of progressive differentiation
and differential oxygenation is then established (P5–P8) (see
Fig. 1a).
As vascular remodeling commences at the centre of the
retina, the primitive vascular plexus at the periphery of the retina
still remains for one additional week. Thus, during the second
week (postnatal) in the mouse, the retinal vasculature oﬀers
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Fig. 1 The mouse retina, a model system for the study of angiogenesis. (a) Top: conceptual sketch illustrating the generation of specimens for evaluation of the
vasculature. The retina cup is separated from the enucleated eye, clipped to unfold into a clover leaf-like structure, stained for endothelial cells and mounted onto a
cover slip for confocal imaging. Bottom: schematic sketch of the developmental stages during retinal angiogenesis. Sprouting is initiated from the optic nerve and
proceeds to cover the entire retina around P8, followed by subsequent remodeling and maturation of the superficial plexus. Vertical sprouting is observed around P7
(green, 1) followed by the formation of a second, deep plexus around P8 (blue, 2) and a third, intermediate layer around P10 (green, 3). (b) 3D reconstruction of the
retinal vasculature. Colors indicate Z-stack depth: first layer (red), intermediate, third layer (green) and inner most, second layer (blue). Top to bottom: rotation from top
to side view. (c–e) Vertical sprouting progression during retina vascularization. Color indicates depth (see (b)). Left to right: P7, P8 and P11. Large circular images show
magnified regions indicated in the original images. (c) P7: onset of vertical sprouting into the retina (green, 1). (d) P8: formation of a second vascular layer (blue, 2) at
the tip of the vertical sprouts (green). (e) P11: vertical sprouting and deeper plexus formation has progressed to cover most of the first layer. A third vascular layer
(green, 3) forms between the first and the second layer.

concurrent visualization of multiple steps in the process of vascular
maturation; including: sprouting, branching, fusion (in the periphery), remodeling and maturation (towards the centre).1,8,9
The accessibility and characteristics described above have
placed the retina as the prototypical vascular network for
evaluation of transgenic mice and for pharmacological testing
and intervention.1,10 However, most studies have focused
specifically on the superficial vascular plexus; while the intermediate and deep layers have been less explored. These layers
originate shortly after the initial growth of the upper (superficial) plexus.
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Sprouting vertically from the mature region of the superficial
plexus, new vascular sprouts invade the retina and establish a
secondary, deeper layer and ultimately a tertiary vascular layer
that evolves in-between the superficial and the deeper layers. The
entire process is completed in about 16 days and results in the
formation of an interconnected, three-dimensional network of
vessels that spans the entire retina (see Fig. 1b). Labeling the
endothelial cells of the retina in a depth-dependent color
scheme illustrates how the progression of sprouting from the
superficial plexus invades the retina and establishes this highly
hierarchical, three dimensional network pattern (see Fig. 1c).
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Fig. 2 Development of the deeper and intermediate layers occurs through a
series of vertical sprouts from vessels located in the superficial layer. (a) P10 retina
showing sprouting progression of vertical sprouting along the central vein and
capillary beds. (b) Magnified regions marked in (a). Colors indicate the diﬀerent
layers: superficial plexus (red), sprouts (green) and the deeper layer (blue).
Sprouts originate from veins and capillaries of the superficial plexus (b1, red).
Sprouts do not appear on arterial vessels (b2). For better perception, the blue
layer has been removed from images b1 and b2. Sprouts penetrate to reach the
INL and turn sideways to establish the deeper layer (b3). (c) Conceptual sketch of
the guiding mechanisms involved in deeper layer formation: initial sprouting (c1);
sprouts stop at the INL (c2); formation of a secondary, deeper layer (c3);
formation of a third, intermediate layer (c4).

The vertical sprouting proceeds in a controlled spatial and
temporal order.11 However, with very few exceptions, the precise mechanisms that control sprouting into the deeper layers
are not fully understood.12 Fig. 2 illustrates the process of
vascular sprouting from the superficial plexus into the deeper
layers of the retina and it indicates some of the molecules
known to aﬀect the process.12–14 In particular, members of the
Wnt family appear to regulate the vertical sprouting process.15
Despite the apparent similarities, the superficial, intermediate
and deeper vascular layers of the retina are not identical.
Vascular expansion of the superficial layer is preceded by a
network of astrocytes that spreads radially from the optic
nerve.16,17 Astrocytes secrete fibronectin, critical for adequate
advancement of the vascular plexus.18 The intermediate and
deeper vascular layers are not associated with retinal astrocytes
being exposed to distinct heterotypic cell interactions and matrix
proteins. There are also clear molecular diﬀerences between the
superficial, intermediate and deeper plexus. For example, deletion of TSPAN12 completely ablates sprouting into the intermediate layer and prevents the formation of the deeper layer.
These severe defects occur albeit in an apparently normal, and
developmentally unaltered upper plexus.12 TSPAN12 is a chaperone for the Norrin/Fz4 signaling pathway and deletion of either
Norrin or Fz4 exhibits similar defects to those of TSPAN12.13,19
The findings strongly indicate that the molecular mechanisms
involved in the regulation of angiogenesis in the intermediate
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and deeper layers are not identical to those operational in the
upper plexus.
Our ability to interpret data from genetic and pharmacological
modifications that expand into the intermediate and deeper layers
is limited by the paucity of available information on these layers.
The goal of this study was to analyze and quantify the progression
of vertical sprouts over time using a large library of wild-type retinas
and to develop a method to mathematically describe vascular
remodeling.
Today, retina networks are commonly quantified based on
features selected from confocal images. These quantifications
involve distance and event-based metrics from measurements
such as the number of sprouts and junctions, the length and
diameter of vessels and sprouts, the percentage of vascularized
area, the filopodia number and length or the number of
endothelial stalk and tip cells.20–23 Branching patterns have
also been classified by measuring the degree of branching.14
A more comprehensive quantification of network structures
implies a robust and accurate segmentation of the vasculature.
The automated segmentation of vessels is a well-studied topic
(see review by Kirbas and Quek24). Although a plethora of
technologies have been developed to segment confocal laser
microscopy images, we are only aware of a few studies that
apply such segmentation algorithms to fluorescent images of
the retinal vasculature.25
Based on an accurate and detailed segmentation and skeletonization of the vascular network, a number of additional
methodologies have been proposed to quantify and characterize
connectivity, hierarchy and morphology in vascular networks. Next
to the distance and counting based metrics, vessel tortuosity,26,27
fractal dimension,28,29 lacunarity28 and branching angles30 together
with the corresponding methods to extract these metrics have been
proposed to characterize vascular networks. Branching generation
in vascular trees has been considered,31 however non-hierarchical
network structures like the ones seen in the deeper layers of the
retina vasculature cannot be analyzed with such methods.
In addition to methodological developments, the automation
of these processes along with eﬃcient software is an essential
aspect of quantification. Czech and colleagues followed a graph
theory approach and propose statistical and algebraic descriptors
to analyze global and local structural properties of vascular
networks.32 These metrics have been integrated into a software
toolbox, the Graph Investigator. VESGEN 2D is another software
package that oﬀers automated, user-interactive quantification
of vascular networks. The tool comprises methods to extract
distance and area based metrics, the number of branch points
as well as fractal dimensions and vessel tortuosity. The toolbox
has showcased segmentation examples in a variety of diﬀerent
imaging data, including fluorescent-labeled retinal vasculature.25 Finally, a computer-aided quantification method for
the retinal neovascularization in pathological retinopathy has
recently been introduced.33,34 This method focuses on the
measurement of areas of neovascularization ignoring completely
the generated vascular network structures.
In this work, we present novel methods and metrics for the
systematic description and quantification of vascular growth
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progression in the retina of the mouse. The methods comprise
guidelines for the manual annotation of vertical sprouting
progression, a robust network segmentation algorithm and
the quantitative analysis of vascular network patterns using
Minkowsky functionals.35 We apply these techniques on the
large database of wild-type retina images collected throughout
this study and present a detailed, quantitative description of
vertical sprouting and network maturation in the developing
vasculature of the retina.

Materials and methods
Tissue preparation
Experiments were performed in accordance with ALAAC regulations
and under UCLA approved protocols. Eyes were collected from
wild-type C57Bl6 mice spanning the developmental stages from
birth (P0) to postnatal day 16 (P16) and from adult animals. The
eyes were first exposed to a brief fixation (3–5 min) in 2% (wt/vol)
of paraformaldehyde (PFA). Retinas were then dissected from the
sclera and choroid in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and
clipped to unfold into a clover like structure (Fig. 1a), additional
fixation with 2% PFA followed for no longer than 16 hours.
Retinas were used immediately or stored in methanol at 20 1C.
Prior to staining at least three washes in PBS for 10 min
each were performed. Subsequently, retinas were incubated in
blocking solution (0.1% Triton X-100, 1% fetal calf serum in PBS)
for one to three hours at room temperature. The specimens were
then exposed to Griffonia simplicifolia isolectin B4 (Vector Labs,
Burlingame, CA), a pre-conjugated glycoprotein that recognizes
sugars on the surface of endothelial cells and enables visualization of blood vessels. Incubation with isolectin (1 : 200 dilution)
was done overnight at 4 1C, samples were subsequently washed
in PBS containing 0.1% Triton four times for 30 min each and
mounted using Vectashield (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA).
A conceptual sketch of the image preparation is depicted in
Fig. 1a.
Image acquisition
The specimens were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 510 multiphoton
microscope (10/0.45NA) with Zen software (Carl Zeiss). We
used multi-tile imaging with an x–y resolution of 1.135 mm per
pixel and a varying z resolution (5–9 mm) in order to capture all
vascular layers of the retina. In a post-processing step, the
whole-mount image stacks were cut into segments featuring
single retina wings (see Fig. 1c–e). We collected a total number
of 126 retina wings according to Table 1.

Image analysis and quantification
We have developed custom tailored MATLAB image processing
routines for the analysis and quantification of fluorescentlabeled retinal vasculature images of the mouse. The package
integrates manual annotation functionality, network segmentation routines, statistical analysis and morphological image
analysis.
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Table 1 Retina image database. Number of retina wings from the number of
diﬀerent retinas per postnatal day

Day

Wings/retinas

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P15
P16
Adult

15/6
15/4
7/3
11/4
10/3
4/2
10/3
7/2
13/4
8/3
6/3
3/2
4/2
3/1
1/1
9/4

Image annotation
The retina images were manually processed and annotated for
landmark features of interest. These features include the total
area of the retina, the area covered by the vasculature of the
superficial layer, the area covered by the primitive plexus, the
location of the optic nerve, traces of the main arteries and veins
and the location of the vertical sprouts originating from the
superficial plexus (see Fig. S1, ESI†). The locations of the
vertical sprouts were further marked according to their location
on the superficial plexus. This allowed us to distinguish sprouts
emerging from veins, arteries and capillaries. A conceptual
sketch of an annotated retina wing is depicted in Fig. 3a.
Vertical sprouting quantification
In order to better understand the evolution of characteristic
sprouting patterns in the retina, we established a quantitative
description of vertical sprouting progression during normal
retina development.
Sprouting densities. We report sprouting densities with
respect to the area of the retina covered by the superficial
plexus. Refined sprout densities from the capillaries, veins and
arteries of the superficial plexus are analyzed. In order to obtain
an area estimate for these vessels, we multiply the length of the
arteries and veins of the superficial plexus with a fixed clearing
width of 50 mm (25 mm to each side). This area reflects the
vascular clearing area around arteries and veins observable in
the confocal images (see Fig. 1c–e). The area of the capillaries is
defined as the area covered by the superficial plexus minus the
area covered by the veins and arteries.
Spatial sprouting progression. We further report the spatial
sprouting progression over time. The superficial plexus is binned
into 10 bins of uniform width at an increasing distance with respect
to the optic nerve. A sprouting density is calculated per bin.
Network maturation and sprouting. We relate the sprouting
progression to the remodeling and maturation advancement in
the superficial plexus. We estimate the area covered by sprouts
and calculate their size and overlap with respect to the remodeled
fraction of the superficial layer and the primitive plexus at the
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illuminations in the original image were estimated and
removed based on morphological opening of the original
image. A curvelet analysis was conducted and features of small
scales were removed in curvelet space,37,38 producing a de-noised
image that preserves the characteristic, elongated vessel structures.
A locally adaptive threshold map was employed for threshold-based
segmentation. The spatially adaptive threshold level accounts for
the elevated background fluorescence in the primitive plexus at
the sprouting front and produces robust segmentation results
(see Fig. S2, ESI†).
Quantifying network morphology

Fig. 3 Retina image annotation. (a) Conceptual sketch of the retina image
preparation for sprouting quantification. Individual datasets consist of isolated
retina wings. The position of the optic nerve (a1), retina mask (a2), primitive plexus
mask (a3), vessel network mask (a4), traces of the main veins (a5) and arteries (a6)
are marked by hand. Vertical sprouting positions are marked and labeled according
to their origin in the superficial plexus: capillary bed (a7), vein (a8) and artery (a9).
(b) Schematic sketch of the masking of sprout coverage (green, b1), primitive
plexus (dark gray, b3) and their overlap region (pink, b4). Light gray regions
represent the diﬀerentiated portion of the first layer not covered by sprouts (b2).

periphery of the retina. A conceptual sketch of the region fractions
is given in Fig. 3b.
Sprout space partition. We further investigated the partition
of space as defined by calculating a Voronoi tessellation28,36
around the sprout locations. Along with the Voronoi diagram, we
also obtain the Delaunay triangulation of the sprouts that allows
us to extract inter-sprout distances (see Fig. S4, ESI†).
The sprouts are classified into 3 groups determined by the
association of the Voronoi region of every sprout and the
pattern of the superficial plexus. Sprouts are classified as
venous (V) sprouts, if they originate from a vein and arterial
(A) sprouts, if the Voronoi region overlaps with an artery,
eﬀectively labeling the sprouts lining arteries. The remaining
sprouts that originate from the capillary bed are labeled capillary (C) sprouts. The Voronoi regions capture the perfusion area
associated with the individual sprouts, as they define areas that
are closer to the corresponding sprout than to any other sprout.
Network segmentation
The networks of the superficial plexus were segmented using a
semi-automated, multi-stage segmentation algorithm. Uneven
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The segmented vascular network was quantified based on
morphological analysis and Minkowsky functionals.35 In two
dimensions, Minkowsky functionals are represented by three
additive image functionals that describe the morphological
content of a two dimensional pattern by its area, perimeter
and the Euler characteristic (the number of connected objects
minus the number of enclosed islets) (see Fig. S3, ESI†). For
simplicity, we will refer to them as area, perimeter and intervascular spaces throughout this article. These metrics are
captured as the binary pattern is subject to image dilation,
a process in which the object is expanded in the direction
orthogonal to its boundary. This produces a functional representation of a binary pattern in the three Minkowsky metrics.
A schematic sketch of this process is depicted in Fig. 4. To allow
for comparison among images of varying size, the image
functionals are normalized with the total area of the
retina wing.
Geometric analysis with Minkowsky functionals oﬀers a
powerful alternative to quantitative analysis of a selective,
limited number of distinct network properties. The functionals

Fig. 4 Evaluating vascular remodeling with Minkowsky functionals. Analysis of
Minkowsky functionals for the retinal vasculature of the first layer depicted in the
lower left corner. Top left: Minkowsky metrics: area size, boundary length and the
Euler characteristic (the number of connected objects minus the number of
enclosed spaces) denoted as intervascular spaces. All numbers were normalized
to the total area of the retina wing. Top right: Minkowsky functional representation of the retina vasculature. Area, boundary and intervascular spaces are
reported as functions of the dilation distance of objects. Bottom right: magnified
region (pink circle) of the network subject to morphological dilation.
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Morphological interpretation of the slopes in the Minkowsky functionals with respect to vascular networks

Metric

Slope

Sign

Morphologic interpretation

Area

Flat
Steep

+

Many branches, small intervascular spaces, tortuous vessels
Few branches, large intervascular spaces, straight vessels

Boundary

Flat
Steep



Simple structure, few branches
Complex structure, many branches

Spaces

Flat
Steep
Flat
Steep

+

Round lacunas, large variation in lacuna size
Elongated lacunas, lacunas of similar size
Sparse tree, few blind ends located far away from other vessels
Dense tree, many blind ends close to other vessels



capture the morphological content of a network in only three
curves. The approach is unbiased towards vascular networks,
well supported by mathematical theory and the functionals are
easily interpretable, as they have a direct geometrical meaning
(area, boundary, spaces). Capturing these properties as the
image is dilated allows for a sophisticated interpretation of
the data. The slopes in the area, perimeter and the Euler
characteristic subject to dilation, and their relation to each
other, reveal structural properties of the analyzed networks (see
Table 2). These observations at increasing dilation distances
diﬀerentiate between the small and large-scale features in a
network. Most importantly, the functionals can capture and
quantify diﬀerences among distinct network topology without
the subjective selection of preferential metrics.

Results
We generated a database consisting of 126 retina wing images
from 47 diﬀerent retinas at developmental time points spanning
the range from postnatal day 0 (P0) to P16, as well as fully
vascularized retinas from adult animals (see Table 1). These
samples were used to compile detailed information on angiogenic
progression, remodeling and expansion of the intermediate and
deeper vascular layers.
Progression of vertical sprouting
Vertical sprouting from the superficial plexus is initiated
around P7. A steady increase in the mean sprouting density
follows from the vascularized upper plexus, saturating around
P15. The data up to this point suggest a sigmoidal saturating
curve. For adult retinas, we observed a decrease in sprouting
density by B35% as compared to the maximal sprout density
seen at P15 (Fig. 5a). This decrease has been attributed to
remodeling processes taking place mainly in the superficial
plexus. By pruning of capillaries in the first layer, some of the
vertical sprouts loose their connection to the upper plexus and
regress as well. This hypothesis is supported by the presence of
open-ended sprouts extending from the deeper layers towards
the superficial plexus in P15 retinas (not shown). Alternatively,
a persistence of ocular growth after the establishment of a
mature retinal vasculature could account for a decrease in the
mean sprout density. We noted that the two mechanisms are
complementary and could together account for the decrease in
the mean sprout density in the adult animal.
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We further investigated the frequency of sprouting from
distinct vessels in the superficial plexus and observed that
sprouts emerge almost exclusively from veins and the capillary
beds (see Fig. 5b). The sprouting from capillaries seems to
closely follow the sprouting from veins. Furthermore the sprout
density on veins is saturated around P10 whereas the number
of sprouts per area in the capillary beds continues to increase
until P15. We noted that sprouts on both capillaries and veins
are subject to pruning and remodeling from P15 until adulthood at a comparable rate.
The onset of sprouting can be localized at a distance of
approximately 20% into the vascularized area of the retina,
extending up to 50% into the vascular plexus (see Fig. 5c). After
initiation, sprouting progresses radially outwards and reaches
the peripheral border of the vascular network around P9. We
found a refinement/remodeling of the sprouting density
throughout the complete retina until P15, where we calculated
the highest sprouting density of 2.3  104 sprouts per mm2 at
the outer rim of the retina. Over time, pruning of the vertical
branches remodels the sprouting pattern to show an almost
constant density of 1.4  104 sprouts per mm2 throughout the
whole retina. The increase in sprout density towards the rim of
the retina from P11 through P15 indicates that sprouting has
advanced to cover the entire retina. However, maturation of the
superficial plexus and the successive pruning of the vertical
branches have not advanced to the outer most regions of the
vasculature yet. Extensive remodeling of the peripheral network
region will lead to the observed regression in sprout density as
the network matures.
In Fig. 5d, we report the area of the superficial layer that has
exhibited vertical sprouting and relate this area to the regions of
the plexus that have experienced remodeling and maturation.
A conceptual sketch of the region fractions quantified in Fig. 5d
is given in Fig. 3b. The data indicate that sprouting occurs
exclusively from the superficial layer that has been already
subject to remodeling. Minor overlap of the superficial plexus
and the sprouting region is only detected at time points past P10,
where remodeling has extended to cover B95% of the first layer.
In addition, the figure conveys the temporal and spatial progression of network remodeling during vascular development. The
data indicate that vertical sprouting from the superficial layer is
only possible after remodeling has occurred.
Considering the Voronoi tessellation around the sprout
locations and the Delaunay triangulation of the sprouts, we
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Fig. 5 Quantitative analysis of vertical sprouting progression. (a) Sprout density (number of sprouts per area) versus age. Green: individual datasets, black: mean
values. (b) Sprouting density originating from capillary beds (green), veins (dark gray) and arteries (pink) versus age. Sprouting densities are reported with respect to
the total area covered by the vascular network of the first layer (a) or the area covered by the arteries, veins and the capillary beds (b). (c) Sprouting progression with
respect to the distance to the optic nerve. Distances are normalized against the maximal extent of the superficial plexus (x-axis). Plots (a–c) correspond to the sketch
depicted in Fig. 3a. (d) Sprout coverage of the first layer in relation to network maturation versus age. Areas are normalized to the total area covered by the first layer.
Plot (d) corresponds to the sketch reported in Fig. 3b. (e) Voronoi region sizes for sprout areas overlapping with capillaries (C sprouts), veins (V sprouts) and arteries
(A sprouts). (f) Inter sprout distances spanned by Delaunay triangulation in between C, V and A sprouts. All error bars show s.e.m. (a, e, f). All results reported in these
figures are significant, unless indicated by crossed stars (p > 0.05, Kolmogorow–Smirnow-test).

extract the perfusion area associated with individual sprouts
together with the inter-sprout distances. We diﬀerentiate
between sprouts originating from the capillary bed (C), sprouting
from veins (V) and sprouts lining the arteries of the superficial
layer (A) (see Fig. S4, ESI†).
From the Voronoi region size distribution, it can be seen
that the area defined by A-sprouts is significantly larger than for
the C- and V-sprouts. This indicates a clearing area of sprouts
around arteries (see Fig. 5e). This can be attributed to the
absence of sprouts on arterial vessels and the presence of
avascular zones around the main arteries of the retina. These
findings are underlined when considering the mean intersprout distances as revealed by the Delaunay triangulation
(see Fig. 5f). Although the perfusion area for C sprouts and V
sprouts is comparable, the inter-sprout distance on veins is
clearly smaller than in the capillary beds, indicating a clearing
area around the veins where less sprouting is observed as
compared to inside the capillary beds.
Quantifying network morphology during maturation
To quantify the angiogenic progression inside the retina, we
need a metric reflecting changes in a growing vasculature that is
subject to both remodeling and maturation. This metric must
capture the maturation stage of the network and distinguish the
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developmental stage based on specific features in the network
morphology. Furthermore, it should be possible to measure
distances between diﬀerent retinas to quantify discrepancies
in temporal growth, progression and deviations in network
morphology. Here we introduce Minkowsky functionals (see
Fig. 4) as metrics to integrate, in a quantitative fashion, the
three parameters that biologically define vascular remodeling.
These are: (1) changes in vascular caliber; (2) pruning of vascular
segments resulting in reduced vascular density and (3) emergence
of arteries and veins. The application of Minkowsky functionals
allows us to compare the growth progression and morphological
diﬀerences in the three vascular layers of the retina concurrently.
We provide a segmentation image of the three network layers in
an adult retina, together with the mean Minkowsky functionals
for the network area (A), boundary length (B) and the intervascular
spaces (S), for the three layers, averaged over seven retina wings
(see Fig. S5, ESI†). The network images indicate a striking
diﬀerence in morphology contained inside the three images.
Considering the corresponding functionals A, B and S, we see
that not every functional is equally capable of capturing these
diﬀerences in network morphology. Whereas the vessel area (A)
seems to follow a very similar curve, at least for the first and the
second layer, diﬀerences are clearly captured in the intervascular
spaces (S). The figure suggests that together, the functionals are
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well suited to capture morphological diﬀerences in planar vascular
networks.
As our objective is to use Minkowsky functionals to quantify
remodeling of a vascular plexus undergoing maturation, the
method needs to be sensitive enough to capture diﬀerences in
networks of similar age and correctly reflect their temporal
ordering. In Fig. 6a and b, we present characteristic segmentation images of the superficial plexus at three diﬀerent developmental stages (P6, P12 and adult), together with the mean
Minkowsky functionals over a number of retina wings (see
Table 3) for the time-points P6, P8, P12 and the adult retina.
Clearly, the metrics are responsive enough to capture the

morphological diﬀerences in the superficial plexus at diﬀerent
remodeling stages. Moreover, the functional representation
directly reveals morphological properties of the network in
the three observed metrics.
Comparing the networks at early and late stages, the shift in
the mean area curve (Fig. 6b, 1) provides us with a mathematical function that reflects remodeling. This term encompasses
the removal or thinning of vascular segments, as the nominal
area covered by the endothelial cells of the vascular network
decreases. The corresponding delay in the collapse of the mean
boundary length of the networks subject to dilation (Fig. 6b, 2)
reveals the replacement of small network lacunas by bigger

Fig. 6 Quantifying vascular remodeling using Minkowsky functionals. (a) Segmentation images of the superficial vascular layer in a P6 (left), P12 (center) and an adult
retina (right). Large images show a magnified section of the retina wing (bottom left). (b) Mean Minkowsky functionals for the area (left), boundary (center) and
intervascular spaces (right) metric (see Fig. 4) for P6, P8, P12 and adult retina wings. Arrows depict (b1) shift in mean total area covered by the vasculature, (b2) shift in
mean boundary length of the vasculature and (b3, b4) change in slope of the mean intervascular spaces metric as the vascular network matures. (c) Minkowsky
landscapes for the three Minkowsky functionals. All metrics were normalized with the total area of the retina wing. Means were estimated for n = 10 (P6), n = 11 (P8),
n = 3 (P12) and n = 5 (adult) retina wings (see Table 2). Error bars represent s.e.m.
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Table 3 Retina image database used in maturation path estimation. Number of
retina wings from the number of diﬀerent retinas per postnatal day

Day

Wings/retinas

P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P15
P16
Adult

10/3
6/2
11/4
4/3
3/2
2/2
3/2
3/1
1/1
5/3

ones. This observation suggests that the decrease in area is a
result of branch removal that leads to a collapse of lacunas,
rather than a thinning of individual vessels. Ultimately, the
change in the slopes of the intervascular spaces metric for adult
retinas as compared to not fully matured vascular networks
highlights the diﬀerence in the specific network structure,
reflecting the emergence of arteries and veins (Fig. 6b, 3 & 4).
Whereas an initial increase in this metric indicates a networklike structure that quickly fills up intervascular spaces as the
image gets dilated (3), a decrease in this metric (4) indicates the
partition of existing lacunas into smaller ones as a result of
image dilation. This points to a tree-like network structure, as
open-ended sprouts are dilated to join nearby vessel walls,
partitioning one lacuna into two.
Most importantly, we can identify a trend that the functionals follow as the networks grow and mature with age. The
mean Minkowsky functionals for the retinas of diﬀerent age
can thus be assembled to represent a surface over the space
spanned by the dilation distance and the retina age (see
Fig. 6c). Together, these surfaces define a maturation landscape
(ML) that mathematically describes vascular network remodeling in the Minkowsky spaces and can be used as a reference for
studies of maturation progression and deficiencies.
Estimating developmental age from morphology
When harvesting mouse retinas, the age of the retina is
estimated based on the recorded birth age of the mouse. We
refer to this estimated age as the chronological age of a retina.
The chronological age is subject to an error of 1 day due to
developmental diﬀerences associated mostly with access to
nutrients and oxygen. Accordingly, also the harvest time of a
retina is recorded at the granularity of days, which can add
another error of 1 day to the mouse’s real age. Together, this
protocol can introduce an error of up to two days in the
estimation of the retina’s chronological age.
Next to the chronological age of a mouse, a developmental
age can be defined based on the mouse’s progression stage
along its path towards maturity. Even if the chronological age
of a mouse could be determined exactly, variations between
this estimate and a mouse’s developmental age exist as a result
of premature birth or overdue pregnancy. Furthermore, the
development of a mouse at an early age can vary greatly due to
diﬀerential access to nutrients with respect to its littermates
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postnatally or as a direct consequence to a treatment/genetic
alteration. A direct feedback loop as a result of advanced
development and the competition for nutrients can further
amplify these diﬀerences.
Whereas we expect such variations to filter out by calculating
averages over a large set of data, these discrepancies in chronological
and developmental age can become problematic in the analysis of
small datasets, typical for genetic experiments that require multiple
transgenes in the same mouse.
Variations in the retina data can be readily observed in the
surface fit through the mean Minkowsky functionals of the
retinas plotted against the chronological age (see Fig. 6c). If
indeed Minkowsky functionals capture remodeling/maturation
progression, as we claim they do, we would expect to see a
smooth surface that reflects a maturation landscape in the
Minkowsky space. Although a large variation should be filtered
out by taking the mean over datasets of the same age, the
surface reflects inconsistencies in this assumption, especially
observable for the time points P12 and P15 in the intervascular
spaces metric. We attribute these inconsistencies to discrepancies
in chronological versus developmental age estimation. Considering
the data we present for vertical sprouting progression (Fig. 5), we
observe a similar inconsistency in the sprouting density between
P11 and P15 along with a large variation in the data at earlier time
points (around P9).
In order to account for such eﬀects when comparing vascular
development in the retina, we propose a method to estimate a
mouse’s developmental age based on morphological features in
the retina vasculature. In essence, the algorithm we propose
searches for a reordering of the retinas, based on their representation in Minkowsky space, that produces a smooth surface representation of the maturation landscape fitted to the reordered data,
and thus preserves a developmental progression order in the
dataset. The presented results are conducted on a subset of retina
wing images as reported in Table 3. In the following, an outline of
the procedure that determines the reordering of the retinas is
given (Fig. 7). For a detailed description of the algorithm we refer
to the ESI.†
We chose to represent each retina by the values of its
Minkowsky functionals evaluated at three distinct dilation
distances. For each retina, this defines a point in a 9D subspace (three functionals evaluated at three distinct points). We
then fit a curve through this point cloud and project the
position of each retina onto this curve. The section of the curve
containing all projected points defines the ‘Maturation Path’
(MP). Its origin is defined as the boundary of the section with
the retinas reflecting early time points, its end is defined by the
other boundary (see Fig. 7c).
The location of each projected point along the maturation
path defines an ordering among the retinas together with a
distance, the ‘Developmental Distance’ DD, from the origin of
the MP. The DD is a non-dimensional distance in the 9D
Minkowsky sub-space. Ordering the Minkowsky functionals of
the retinas according to their DD, we can again fit a maturation
landscape to the rearranged data (see Fig. 7b and d).
We performed Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA) based
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parameter optimization39 to find the three evaluation points
along the dilation distance that generate a reordering of the
retinas which leads to the smoothest fit of a maturation
landscape.
Along with the maturation path, we define a mapping from
the developmental distance DD to the developmental age P 0
(see Fig. 7e). The mapping is defined by a function fit to the
data tuples [DDi,Pi] where DDi defines the developmental
distance of retina i and Pi defines its chronological age.
In order to assess the quality of the developmental age
estimate P 0 against the chronological age estimate P, we fit
the data previously reported in Fig. 5d with a Cumulative
growth curve (CGC) (see Fig. 7f). In comparison, we fit the

same data plotted against the developmental age estimate P 0
(see Fig. 7g). As a CGC, we choose the Chapman–Richards
function defined as: y = k(1  e(cx)). The figures depict the fitted
functions along with the confidence in the fitting as reported by
the goodness of fit (r 2 value). As the reported data are the result
of a coordinated growth process, it should be well describable
by a cumulative growth curve.
Comparing the two plots, we observe that the CGC function
fit to the area fraction subject to remodeling (2) and the total
area fraction covered by vessels (3) against the estimated
developmental age P 0 gives rise to a higher r 2 as compared to
the fits to the chronological age P (r 2: 0.889/0.893(P) vs. 0.931/
0.965(P 0 )). This indicates that the reordered data can better be

Fig. 7 Developmental maturation landscape. (a) Conceptual sketch of the optimization process that predicts the maturation path and the developmental distance
among diﬀerent retina wings. (b–d) Maturation path estimation depicted in the area metric. (b) Chronological maturation landscape (surface). Color indicates
chronological age (green: P6, pink: adult). (c) Maturation Path estimation (colored line). Color indicates developmental distance along the maturation path from the
youngest network (green: close, purple: far). Colored circles represent data points, color indicates chronological age (green: P6, pink: adult). (d) Developmental
maturation landscape (surface) together with the functional representation of the individual retinas (colored lines). Color indicates chronological age (green: P6, pink:
adult). (e) Mapping of the development distance to the chronological age. Circles indicate individual retinas. (f, g) Cumulative Growth Curve (CGC) function fit to
the retina area fraction covered by sprouts (1, green), retina area subject to remodeling (2, black) and the retina area fraction covered by vessels (3, gray). Lines
depict area fraction fits against the chronological age P (f) and the developmental age estimate P 0 (g). Colors correspond to sketch in Fig. 3b. Data correspond to
data reported in Fig. 5d.
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explained by a cumulative growth process than the original data,
suggesting that the developmental age captures the progression
of network growth and maturation with less variance than
chronological aging. Considering the overall low confidence in
the fitting of the sprouting area fraction (r 2: 0.885(P) vs.
0.807(P 0 )) reveals that the sprouting area progression might
not behave as a cumulative growth process. Indeed, the reported
results on sprouting progression in Fig. 5c have shown that
vertical sprouting does not proceed in a strictly radial fashion
and is subject to repeated refinement and pruning.

Conclusion
We present a quantification of the murine retinal vasculature using
accurate measurements on the development and maturation of its
intermediate and deeper vascular layers. These measurements
complement the large body of data already available for the superficial vascular layer. The combination of these data with novel
quantification tools has enabled unique insight into the development of the retina. Furthermore, we provide a library of wild-type
metrics that can be used for comparisons to retinas with genetic
and/or pharmacological perturbations. We introduce Minkowsky
functionals to eﬀectively quantify and describe the remodeling in
all three vascular layers.
The mouse retina has quickly become the preferred platform for
studies of vascular development generated from the ever-growing
wealth of genetically altered mouse models.20,40 However, very few
studies have incorporated analysis of the additional vascular layers,
given the remarkable convenience of the planar structure of the
superficial plexus. Interestingly, when evaluated in detail, some
studies have revealed clear molecular diﬀerences between the
layers. In particular, the Norrin/Fz4 pathway is critical to mediate
invasion of the vertical sprouts from the superficial layer and
generation of a trilayered vascular structure.12,13,15
The process of sprouting into the inner plexus is still
unclear. The predicted guiding mechanism was attributed to
the release of VEGF from cells of the inner nuclear layer (INL)
and the sprouting location has been shown to correlate with the
presence of Müller cells.23 In fact, stability and function of the
intermediate and the deeper layer also require Müller cells.
Interestingly, Müller cells secrete Norrin19 and ablation of
these cells in the adult retina results in vascular telangiectasis
and dysfunction of the blood-retinal barrier.41 In addition,
R-cadherin plays a role in stopping the sprouting process at
the INL, preventing it from entering the sub-retinal space.11
More recently, a number of mutant mouse lines have shown
failure or defects in the development of the deeper layers.12,42–44
Although the progression of vascular expansion in all three layers of
the retina typifies classical angiogenesis,8 the differential defects
in alternative vascular layers indicate unique/specific signaling
programs.
Our studies revealed that the process of sprouting from the
superficial plexus into the retina is highly systematic. Vertical
sprouting is initiated at P6 but exclusively from the remodeled
areas of the superficial plexus. Sprouting was never found to
originate from immature/not remodeled vessels. While the first
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vertical sprouts are noted to emanate from veins, capillaries are
equal contributors to the process. In contrast, arteries rarely
give rise to sprouts. Maximum sprouting density is achieved by
P15, however this density decreases in the adult, likely from
remodeling of the upper plexus.
The data for vertical sprouting progression and retina
vascularization have been compared to measurements reported
in the literature (see Fig. S7, ESI†). Vertical sprout densities are
slightly lower as compared to reported values12,14 (see Fig. S7a,
ESI†). We note that the referenced data have been conducted on
isolated sections of the retina and do not account for the area
around the optic nerve that experiences little to no vertical
branching. The trends in the referenced data, however, agree
well with the sprouting progression reported in this work.14 The
data for the superficial network progression follow closely the
values reported in the literature19,21,45–48 (see Fig. S7b).
As vascularization proceeds, the growing inner retina
becomes quickly partitioned by vertical vascular sprouts that
provide oxygenation and nutrients to the nearby tissue. We
used Voronoi tessellation and Delaunay triangulation to obtain
an accurate measurement of the tissue areas between sprouts
and to better understand the relative distances between vascular
sprouts.
We found that although the mean inter-sprout distance
along veins is considerably smaller as compared to inside the
vascular beds (B80 mm/90 mm in the adult animal), the perfusion areas associated with these sprouts are very similar in size
(B7000 mm2 in the adult animal). The data further indicate that
the perfusion area inside these regions is homogenized via an
increase in the sprouting distance in capillary regions alongside the veins. A similar homogenizing eﬀect in the perfusion
area of sprouts lining the arteries cannot be observed and the
clearing area of capillaries along the arteries of the primary
plexus is reflected in both the perfusion area and the intersprout distance of these vessels.
A critical event in the morphogenesis of any vascular bed is
‘‘remodeling’’. The process is remarkably complex and it
requires a large number of genes and interacting signaling
pathways. Given these demands it is not surprising that a very
large number of genetically altered mice exhibit defects in
vascular remodeling and frequently succumb to death prior
to the diﬀerentiation of the superficial plexus.
The term ‘‘vascular remodeling’’ is used to describe the
events that result in the transformation of the homogeneous
primitive plexus into the prototypical hierarchic vascular tree.
In developmental terms remodeling includes three major cellular
events: (1) changes in vascular caliber, with formation of a
hierarchic vascular tree; (2) pruning of vascular segments and
(3) diﬀerentiation of arteries and veins, resulting in more and
less oxygenated areas and the emergence of ‘‘avascular’’ spaces,
particularly around the arteries. Metrics to assess vascular
remodeling do not exist currently. We introduced Minkowsky
functionals to capture these three biological outcomes within
the unifying framework of integral geometry. The approach
presented herein oﬀers significant advantages including a
Minkowsky landscape representation that quantifies maturation
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progression and provides the ability to estimate the developmental age of retina leaves.
The functional representation of the vascular network in
Minkowsky space has been shown to distinguish hierarchical
tree-like and homogeneous web-like network structures as
pertinent to networks at diﬀerent developmental stages. Combined, the changes in area, perimeter and Euler characteristic
subject to network dilation reveal the mechanisms at work
during network remodeling and maturation. We provide a
maturation landscape that captures maturation progression
in a quantitative fashion that can directly be linked to the
changes in network topology as a result of vascular growth,
pruning and diﬀerentiation. Based on this theory, we propose a
methodology and a mapping function that allow for the estimation of developmental stage of retina leaves based on the
morphology of its vasculature.
Currently there are few studies that oﬀer rigorous and
integrative quantification on vascular parameters. Computeraided assessments of vascular growth/regression have only
been developed for evaluation of oxygen-induced retinopathy.33
The study presented here provides metrics that can be used for
evaluation of future analysis of genetic/pharmacological perturbations. We also included unconventional approaches for
the assessment of vascular remodeling changes. The findings
here also oﬀer parameters for the calibration and datasets for
the validation of computer models that mimic and predict
vascular growth.
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